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TOY
STORY
Traditional Appalachian folk toys maintain their appeal,
even in high-tech times.
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teve Conlon has seen it a million times,
by now. A kid runs into the kindergarten
room-turned-giftshop at Mountain Craft
Shop Co.’s school-turned-woodshop,
surveys the shelves of handmade wood
toys, and fixates on something. A
“machine gun” perhaps, which doesn’t
actually shoot projectiles but makes a loud
ratcheting noise as its wooden gear clacks against a tongue
depressor. Or maybe the child is drawn to the marble tree,
which produces a haphazard melody as marbles cascade
down its wooden fronds.
The kid wants to take the toy home but the parents
refuse, knowing their house does not need one more
noise-making, nerve-wracking device. The child continues
to beg, maybe even cry a little. Most parents relent at this
point, Conlon says, because they’re certain the new toy
will be quickly discarded once it has to compete with more
technologically advanced playthings.
Conlon chuckles at the thought.
The pages of the Sears Wish Book might be filled with
battery-powered, wi-fi enabled, Bluetooth-ready “smart”
toys, but the handcrafted folk toys produced by Mountain
Craft Shop Co. still have the power to light up children’s
imaginations, just as they did generations ago.

The Making of a Toy Business

It’s difficult to say where the story of folk toys begins—
they are a lot like folk stories and folk songs, handed
down over generations, changing a little each time,

until the original version and its inventor are lost to
history.
But the story of Mountain Craft Shop Co. begins
with Dick Schnacke. He grew up in Topeka, Kansas,
the son of a civil engineer who designed railroad
bridges. Schnacke became an engineer, too, and moved
to West Virginia with his family in 1956 to help build
the Ormet Primary Aluminum Corporation plant in
nearby Hannibal, Ohio.
Schnacke and his wife, Jeanne, also opened a small
craft supply shop in New Martinsville, where they made
acquaintance with local artists and artisans. When the
state commerce department recruited him to help start
the Mountain State Art and Craft Fair in Fairplain,
Schnacke called on his artist friends to sell their wares at
the inaugural 1963 event. He also sold his own artwork
at the fair, but his abstract paintings weren’t very popular
with fairgoers.
Back in Wetzel County, Schacke decided to reroute his
creative energy. As he told Goldenseal magazine in 2004, he
took a walk in the woods to collect sticks and pebbles and
started turning these raw materials into whimsical folk toys.
He returned to the art and craft fair the following
year with a stock of little animated figurines and
whimmydiddles—notched branches fitted with tiny
propellers that start to spin when the stick is rubbed by
another piece of wood. He made $60. But he returned
the following year and tripled his take. The next year,
he tripled it again. This growth continued until, finally,
Schnacke left the aluminum plant to devote himself
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Dick Schnacke
founded Mountain
Craft Shop Co. in the
1960s.
ABOVE Steve and
Ellie Conlon took
over the company in
2003, and combined
it with their honeymaking business
ThistleDew Farms.
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Schnacke’s
book American
Folk Toys,
which includes
detailed plans
for 85 traditional
playthings, has
sold more than
100,000 copies.
Copies are
available at
www.folktoys.com.

full-time to his newfound, Kris Kringle–like existence.
But even Santa Claus needs his elves. Schnacke
couldn’t keep up with demand as wholesale orders
poured in from boutiques, general stores, and gift shops
around the region. He enlisted friends and neighbors to
help out, supplying sketches or crude models of the toys
but leaving them to refine the designs and manufacture
the toys in bulk.
The work was so steady that some families were able
to leave the tumultuous business of farming and devote
themselves fully to toymaking. As Schnacke related
to Goldenseal, he once visited the Postlethwait family,
some of his most trusted helpers, and noticed something
strange nailed to the barn: a larger-than-life version of
the flipperdinger, the company’s popular blowpipe toy.
Beneath the giant replica hung a handwritten sign:
“This toy bought the farm.”

A New Generation

Schnacke ran the business until he was in his 80s, when
he sold it to Steve and Ellie Conlon. He’d known the
couple for years, meeting soon after the Conlons moved
to West Virginia in 1974 to start their honey business,
ThistleDew Farm.
By 2002, the Conlons had moved their operations to
the former Grandview Elementary School in Proctor, and
figured combining their business with Mountain Craft
Shop Co. would be a good way to get more people to
make the winding drive to their little shop in the woods.
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They weren’t experienced woodworkers at the time.
“The only woodworking we did was to keep our home
afloat,” Ellie says. But with the help of Schnacke, his
authoritative handbook American Folk Toys, and his
longtime team of helpers, the couple learned the ins and
outs of the toy business.
Now the gift shop is filled with all manner of tops,
yoyos, marionettes, walking dolls, Jacob’s ladders, turkey
calls, train whistles, popguns, paddle balls, and puzzles—
all made by the Conlons and their employees.
But the Conlons don’t just know how to manufacture
the toys. They also know all the tricks to make them work.
Giving a tour of the showroom, Steve picks up a “buzz
saw,” a wooden disc drilled with holes and suspended on
a pair of strings with handles at either end. He grabs hold
of the handles and swings the disc around until the strings
are twisted tight. Then he yanks the handles hard and—
WHOOOOOSH—the buzz saw becomes a frantic blur as
it spins off the tension.
He is similarly talented with a paddle ball, that most
difficult of childhood toys. While a novice might connect
with the rubber ball a few times before it lurches off to
one side, Steve can keep the bounces coming with his eyes
closed. “It’s all about speed,” he says.
Ellie demonstrates the flipperdinger. It appears simple
enough—blow in one end to levitate the corn pith ball until
it hooks onto the copper wire hoop. But the trick is quite
difficult to accomplish. “I tell the kids to watch The Karate
Kid a couple times,” Steve says. “Life is about practice.”
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TOP TO BOTTOM Mountain Craft Shop Co.’s workshop occupies
the former Grandview Elementary School in Proctor; Ellie Conlon
demostrates a do-nothing machine; the furniture puzzle includes
six chairs and five tables all cut from a single piece of wood.

Although the old-timers who invented these toys didn’t
realize it, there’s serious science behind these whimsical
doodads. For all their supposed low-tech simplicity, many
of them owe their magic to gravity, friction, tension, torque,
inertia, and other basic principles of physics. In fact, one of
Schnacke’s “do nothing machines”—an entrancing device
where two pistons travel in crisscrossed grooves, coming
close but never touching one another—inspired two West
Virginia University professors to build an engine made with
only five parts but capable of producing 150 horsepower.
Those are some impressive bragging rights for a simple
folk toy. But let’s be honest. Even that’s not nearly as
impressive as the toys’ continued ability to captivate minds
young and old. Whether you’re consumed with the simple
challenge of the ball-and-cup or entranced by the frantic
dancing of the limberjack, it’s easy to miss the biggest thrill
at Mountain Craft Shop Co.
There’s not a glowing screen in sight. w



Mountain Craft Shop Co.’s gift shop is open Monday through
Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., and 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
weekends unless the Conlons are at a craft fair. It’s best to call
ahead. Their toys can also be found at Tamarack in Beckley,
the Wheeling Artisan Center, and O’Hurley’s General Store
in Shepherdstown, as well as state park gift shops statewide.
But for the whole catalog, check out www.folktoys.com.
7901 Proctor Creek Road, Proctor, 1.877.FOLKTOY
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